Wood, a story of the forest, take the story further

THE
OAK
SAGA

Carel Woodworks is a woman owned family business, making bespoke solid wood furniture in our state of the
art factory near the Carpathians mountains of Transylvania.
The company was founded by Elena Birtoc and Carlos Zamorano in 2001 and is a member of the 5 governing
board of the Association of Romanian Furniture Manufacturers (APMR).
Using reclaimed and FSC certified wood, our passion is to create timeless heirlooms that enhance the spaces
they are in, incorporating all the details required for functionality and style.
Welcome to our World!

QUANTUM
The Quantum Conference Table is our flagbearer product in this collection. Equipped with power sockets and
designed with a smart and elegant cable management through the leg, this table is imposing in any office room.
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SKU: TOS-QU-01
Product Dimensions: 2800 x 1100 x 750mm
Materials Used: Solid Oak, Power Sockets

creamy

SCAR
Our Scar Table brings elegance and character into your space. Being made entirely out of natural solid oak and
the leg being split in half by the marble, this table manages to bring the best of both worlds: luxurious, but still
simplistic.
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SKU: TOS-SC-01
Product Dimensions: Ø 1200 x 750mm
Materials Used: Solid Oak, Marble

creamy

WYDA
The Wyda Dining Table was named after one of the most famous pirate ships in the world due to its boat-shaped top.
Like the rest of our collection it features the best quality solid oak.
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SKU: TOS-WY-01
Product Dimensions: 2400 x 1100 x 750mm
Materials Used: Solid Oak

creamy

BADMASH
The Badmash Sofa is a testament to Carel Woodwork’s timber proficiency. The structure is made entirely out of
solid oak, while the upholstered parts offer an amazing comfort.
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SKU: TOS-BA-01
Product Dimensions:
2400 x 850 x 750mm
Materials Used:
Solid Oak, Upholstery

GIZMO
Our Gizmo Low Stool holds the same design standard as the rest of the collection with simple elements and natural curving of the products. We applied a touch of a luxury to a brutal concept to get this ottoman.
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SKU: TOS-GI-01
Product Dimensions: Ø 450 x 410mm
Materials Used: Solid Oak, Upholstery

creamy

SIAA
The Siaa bench serves as a multi-purpose bench that can fit in different types of spaces. Being 750mm wide it can
be used to seat people on both sides on the soft upholstered pad. The collection’s signature rounded forms are kept
here due to the solid oak legs too.
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SKU: TOS-SI-01
Product Dimensions: 1500 x 750 x 410mm
Materials Used: Solid Oak, Upholstery

creamy

ONIX
The Onix Bench was born from a reinterpretation of the benches that you find in front of the houses of Transylvanian
villages. People would build their benches out of fallen timber found in the nearby forrests and use them to socialize in
front of their homes with their friends. The cushions are added for extra comfort.
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SKU: TOS-ON-02
Product Dimensions: 2000 x 460 x 450mm
Materials Used: Solid Oak, Upholstery

creamy

MEW
When building a new piece of furniture,
we say the most important are the proportions.
Our Mew Lounge Chair offers comfort
and a clean design.
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SKU: TOS-ME-01
Product Dimensions: 660 x 770 x 720mm
Seat height: 420mm
Materials Used: Solid Oak, Upholstery

creamy

IVY
Designing and building a chair might be the hardest
part of every collection if you ask a furniture
producer. The Ivy Chair followed the same minimal
line of design that puts the spotlight on the natural
materials especially wood. The elegant shape and
light weight of this
solid oak chair can be
placed in a variety of
different spaces.
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SKU: TOS-IV-01
Product Dimensions:
580 x 520 x 840mm
seat height: 480mm
arms height: 660mm
Materials Used:
Solid Oak, Upholstery

YZMA
This stylish coffee table is brought together by nature: stone and wood. The Spanish Emperador marble is highlighted
in this product as it marries the marble with the solid oak in a sublime piece.
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SKU: TOS-YZ-02
Product Dimensions: 1200 x 1200 x 410mm
Materials Used: Solid Oak, Marble

creamy

DUGTREE
3 separate pieces compose our arrangement of Dugtree Coffee Table. Inspired by the legendary Pokemon franchise,
the tables can be used together or separately in your lounge area.
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SKU: TOS-DU-01
Product Dimensions: Ø 350 x 360mm, Ø 400 x 280mm, Ø 450 x 420mm
Materials Used: Solid Oak, Marble

OMEGA
Our Omega Side Table
features 3 of the most
valued materials at Carel
Woodworks - Oak, Metal
& Marble. With a slick and
tasteful design, this table
radiates a sophisticated,
yet simple atmosphere.
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SKU: TOS-OM-03
Product Dimensions: 450 x 250 x 480mm
Materials Used: Metal, Marble, Oak

KIMI
The Kimi Side Table is a
solid block of massive oak
timber that is stunning
to look at. At Carel
Woodworks, we tried to
push the boundaries of
brutality and naturality with
this wonderful piece.
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SKU: TOS-KI-02
Product Dimensions: 360 x 360 x 460mm
Materials Used: Solid Oak

creamy

OPIUM
The Opium Side Table is a mix of functionality and design. It can be used as a side table or a working table for your
laptop. Designed with the help of CulDeSac Studio in Valencia.
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SKU: TOS-OP-01
Product Dimensions: 400 x 400 x 650mm
Materials Used: Solid Oak

ANAKIN
Write on it, then wipe it off! The Anakin Brainstorm comes in handy by offering a whiteboard in the middle of it. Take
your meetings to the next level with it and enjoy the dynamic of having a beautiful oak table on which you can write
your ideas.
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SKU: TOS-AN-01
Product Dimensions: 2000 x 1000 x 1050mm
Materials Used: Solid Oak, Whiteboard paint on MDF

creamy

VENOM
A 3-legged chair was born out of
our desire to step out of the comfort zone. That’s why the Venom
Bar Chair was completed and
serves as a reminder of what can
be created out of natural materials. Designed with the help of
CulDeSac Studio in Valencia.
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SKU: TOS-VE-01
Product Dimensions: 550 x 350 x 720mm
Materials Used: Solid Oak

creamy

BUTTONS 1
The Buttons Credenza is a versatie piece of furniture that can go in your office space, your
home & even in a restaurant or a hotel. The beautiful oak wood sits on a metal base in this
exquisite piece.
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SKU: TOS-BU-01
Product Dimensions: 1600 x 450 x 660mm
Materials Used: Solid Oak, Metal

creamy

BUTTONS 2
The second version of the Buttons Credenza it’s a reinterpretation of a chess board. Designed
to bring plenty of style into any space, this credenza it’s a total eye-catcher.
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SKU: TOS-BU-02
Product Dimensions: 1600 x 450 x 660mm
Materials Used: Solid Oak, Metal

creamy

MATERIALS AND TECHNICAL DETAILS
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beige 05

bronze 116

brown 15

darkbrown 18

denim 153

forest 162

grey 65

hazel 96

indigo 90

ivory 101

natural 01

onyx 169

steel 149

thyme 206
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FABRICS INFORMATION
Composition: 90% PES 5% CO 5% PAC
Provider: Textaafoam
Collection: Alpine

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. GENERAL
These General Terms & Conditions (hereinafter also as “GTCs”)
apply to all the contractual relationships arisen between CAREL
WOODWORKS, Str. Careiului no. 45, Vetis 447355 Satu Mare
Romania, VAT: RO14077365 registered by in the Commercial
Register maintained by the Regional Court of Satu Mare as the
Seller (hereinafter the “Seller” only) and the Purchaser.
The contracting parties may change, make deletions from/
additions to some of the provisions of these GTCs only through
a written agreement between both parties (such as in their
purchase contract), provided that the remaining provisions of
the GTCs remain in force further on.
As far as foreign trade is concerned the contracting parties
agreed to apply the INCOTERMS 2020 interpretation rules to the
contractual relationships made with reference to these GTCs,
unless otherwise directed by the particular contract.
2. CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP AND ITS ORIGIN
1/ Based on the Seller’s non-binding offer, the Purchaser shall
place a written purchase order of the goods, which will be
identified in accordance with the Seller’s catalogue. The Seller
reserves the right to decide about the confirmation of the
purchase order, even when in part only.
The purchase order shall be deemed confirmed in writing, when
either a proforma invoice or a Purchase Contract signed by the
Seller is sent. If the purchaser does not raise any objections to
the delivered order confirmation with the seller within 2 days,
the order confirmation is considered approved. Should the
Seller confirm only a part of the Purchaser’s order or should
he make other changes, objections, additions or limitations to
the purchase order (hereinafter as “Modified Order” only), this
Modified Order shall be construed as a new contract proposal
which has to be confirmed by the Purchaser anew.

The Purchase Contract shall be deemed concluded upon
delivery of the confirmed Modified Order to the Seller by the
Purchaser. A mere clarification shall not, however, be construed
as a change to the purchase order, when based on the Seller’s
technical specification.
2/ Request of the Purchaser for an additional change in the
confirmed purchase order which the Seller approves of after
examining the state of production is subjected availability
and feasibility of the modification/cancellations requested by
changes.
3. DELIVERY PERIODS, FAIRLURE TO TAKE THE GOODS
1/ The delivery period specified in the purchase order
confirmation (Purchase Contract, pro-forma invoice – see the
Clause II of GTCs) sent by the Seller to the Purchaser shall be
binding. The delivery period shall be proportionally prolonged to
allow for delays in supply of the Purchaser’s material or receipt of
the prepayment from the Purchaser.
The delivery periods can be prolonged upon contingencies
beyond the Seller’s control, such as the unexpected force majeure
inter- ventions, strikes, and other obstacles that were not caused
or done by the Seller and occurred beyond the Seller’s will. This
shall also apply upon occurrence of these contingencies on the
side of the Seller’s suppliers.
Upon those circumstances, the Purchaser shall not be entitled
to claim any damages or penalties resulting from the delay
in delivery, if the Seller can prove, upon the request of the
Purchaser, that the delay was caused by circumstances beyond
the Seller’s reasonable control and irrespective of the Seller’s will.
2/ Unless otherwise agreed in writing, the freight expenses shall
be borne by the Purchaser. The risk of damage to the goods
shall pass to the Purchaser upon takeover of the goods. Any

other arrangements can be regulated in writing in the purchase
contracts, mainly by reference to the delivery condition under
INCOTERMS 2020.
3/ In the event of uncollected goods after the withdrawal
from the contract, the Seller shall have the right to invoice the
Purchaser with the contractual penalty in the amount of the
received advance payment, or at the rate of 50 % of the value of
the uncollected goods specified in the Purchase Contract if no
advance payment was paid.
4/ Where the uncollected goods have been shipped
subsequently and the Seller has not yet exercised the right to
withdraw in accordance with the previous point the Seller shall
have the right to claim from the Purchaser the contractual
penalty at the rate of 1% of the value of these goods for every
default day in excess of the 21 days, but at least 100 EUR.
5/ The contractual penalties shall be payable on the delivery
date of the invoice and can be set off against any received
advance payment and/or other consideration received from the
Purchaser.
4. CHANGES AND CANCELLATION
Carel acknowledges Purchase Orders as a final and binding
order. In case of any Purchase Orders change or cancellation,
depending on the stage in which the orders are in production,
the customer will either lose his advance, or Carel will have to
collect the total amount of the order. Only if the order has not
been started in production, and the materials have not been
ordered, Carel will be able to cancel the order only with a 10%
penalty.
5. LOSS, DAMAGE DELAYS
Carel cannot be held liable for commercial losses, consequential
damage or other damages that may arise as a result of any
defects or faults in the product. Carel is not liable for failure to
ship by the acknowledged shipping date or any other date. Carel

is not liable for delays or failure in shipment or performance if
the delay or failure of shipment or performance is caused by acts
of omission of customers, its agents, employees, contractors,
governmental offices, force majeure, or Covid-19, delays in
transportation or other similar causes that are not within Carel’s
reasonable control. Carel is excused from further performance of
its obligations for the duration of a force majeure cause.
6. STORAGE
If a customer cannot accept delivery of their order when products
are ready at Carel’s dock, it is the customer responsibility to
arrange transportation of product invoiced at that time. Carel
can offer storage of product, first 30 days no charge, after 30
days 1.5% of total order will be billed to customers. Customer is
responsible for actual storage charges and any other expenses
relating to the storage of products or materials. Customers bear
all risk of loss or products or materials in storage.
7. PACKAGING AND SHIPPING
Carel’s case-good products are shipped in components form.
Tops and panels are shrink wrapped with plastic foil, corner
protection and cardboard boxes. Pedestals, storage units,
overheads and vertical storage units are wrapped with plastic
foil with cardboard protection and cardboard boxes. If the
customer requests special shipping or delivery methods, the
customer is responsible for any extra costs that may result.
further performance of its obligations for the duration of a force
majeure cause.

FURNITURE CARE & MAINTENANCE
1. PRODUCT NATURE
The wood is a product of nature, and as such, no two pieces are exactly the
same. Wood owes its inherent beauty to variations in color, grain, and texture
– therefore, these variations are not considered defects. There may be minor
variations from one piece of furniture to the next, even though they are finished
at the same time. Also, wood and stone are natural materials with variations of
color shade, configuration, streaks and grain structure. Each individual piece of
furniture has characteristic markings that will differentiate from photographs or
showroom samples.
Due to the natural material used in manufacturing Carel products, variations
may occur even in the architectural veneers and hardwoods.
Unique characteristics inherent in some wood and stone species are beyond
control of Carel and are not considered a defect.
Wood is composed of cellulose (a molecule with an affinity for water) and
it is porous; as a result it is vulnerable to humidity. As wood has water as a
component of its makeup your furniture will shrink and expand with changes
in relative humidity and temperature, these are normal and expected changes
throughout the year.
2. GENERAL MAINTENANCE
Taking quality care of your wood furniture will ensure your enjoyment for
years to come. We use quality hardwoods in the production of our furniture
and purchase our wood through companies that are FSC certified.
When moisture in the air increases (i.e. humidity rises), wood absorbs
water and swells a little; when the air dries out (i.e. humidity decreases),
wood gives off moisture and shrinks. These responses to changes in
humidity weaken glue joins, can cause wood to split or crack, and may
damage its finish. These are all characteristics that should be accepted
when purchasing solid wood furnishings and will not affect the quality or
structural integrity of the piece.
However if the humidity moves out of the ideal range and solid wood tables
start to expand or contract, causing splits in the grain pattern and joints of
the wood panels as a result of an uncontrolled environment, these are not
considered defective. If the environment is not controlled these conditions
should be appreciated as an inherent characteristic of solid wood.

As a manufacturer, we do everything possible to prevent the above from
happening but we have no control over natural wood products. All solid
wood furnishings from Carel are professionally dried to 6-8% moisture
content before any production begins.
To lessen the effects of wood movement avoid placing your furniture
directly in front of heat sources such as fireplaces or radiators, heat
dries wood excessively so electrical components such as computers
and transformers must not be placed directly on a solid wood surface
otherwise cracking will occur through no fault of Carel and will not be
covered under a warranty claim. Avoid exposure to direct sunlight, use a
humidifier in the cooler drier seasons and air conditioners in the warmer
seasons. A humidifier is always recommended in a location with solid
wood products.
Be sure your location has proper humidity levels throughout the year. You
can purchase a humidity meter from most hardware stores. Keep in mind
that wood does have a life of its own.
Change thermostat settings gradually as seasons change. A sudden
change in temperature or humidity is the worst thing possible as moisture
will be sucked out of or pushed into the material far too quickly causing
tension inside it. Excess heat and dryness can even cause cracking and
splitting within hours. It is also important to remember that placing your
piece in front of a window in direct sunlight can dry out your piece and
cause cracking and splits!
Protect surfaces from liquids and excessive heat. The finish is
made to withstand most liquids for short periods of time. Liquids
left on surfaces overnight will stain and cause substantial changes
to both solid wood and veneer that may not be repairable.
For the best cleaning results, one should use a damp cotton cloth moved in
the direction of the grain. Do not move damp cloth in circles or against the
grain – this may cause scratching on the surface. Never use silicone or waxbased products to ‘polish’ the furniture. This will cause a cloudy buildup
and take away from the natural sheen and beauty of the wood.

WARRANTY
1. GENERAL TERMS
Carel Woodworks is confident of its quality wood products. We are extremely
proud of the workmanship of our product. We realize that purchasing our
furniture is an investment in quality that will last for generations to come.
That’s why we offer a warranty covering defects in workmanship, material, and
construction of our furniture for a period of two years starting from date of
shipment.
Our products are sealed and lacquered with high quality products. We use a
water based eco lacquer as the final process to protect your furniture against
normal use. Although we have sourced out a very durable finishing process
any finish will be 76 stressed if not cared for properly. Burns, cuts, scratches,
dents, watermarks and sun damage will affect the finish quality and therefore
not covered by warranty.
Damage occurring from marking or staining of veneer surfaces due to contact
with rubber, pen, pencil or similar compounds as well as damage from sharp
objects or imprinting from writing instruments is not covered under.
Also cleaning with detergents, abrasives or other improper cleaning agents will
breakdown the finish. The preceding actions are not covered by this warranty.
Minor variations in color and wood grain will occur between furniture pieces
and these are normal.

scratches, fading and improper maintenance will void the warranty.
Carel assumes no responsibility for product damages resulting from installation
or user modification.
2. CLAIMS & PROCEDURES
Carel strongly recommend that all cardboard shipments to be inspected for
visual outside damage to the package. Damages and piece count shortages
must be noted on the bill of lading. Freight claims must be filed within 30 days
(including cartoned shipments with concealed damages). Contact Customer
Service for warranty / freight claim form at email office@Carel. ro and a
delightful company representative will get back to you as soon as possible.
If a defect is found by the customer during that period, it is important you
promptly notify Carel Woodworks. Explanations and photos are needed in
order to establish the cause of the damage. Also, the complaint related to the
product must be made based on the product label affixed on the inside of the
furniture item which contains information regarding the product manufacturing
(photo needed).
We will then replace the defective item only if repair on site cannot be made,
or substitute a different item free of charge.

The products are not engineered nor designed to be used as seats or ladders.
Standing on tables may cause tipping and/ or structural problems that may not
be field-repairable. Solid wood tables should not be pushed or dragged, this
can cause the legs to get stuck because of the weight, therefore weaken the
screws and holes causing the legs to come out or break.
Products using customer- supplied materials, fabrics, leather, pulls, hardware
or any components manufactured by others are not covered under Carel
warranty.

In case of replacement, the installation and assembly on site will be charged
to the client. Free of charge is considered only the replacement shipment,
with the DAP delivery condition active (this applies to European Union), if the
client is outside European Union, the shipment costs falls entirely on the client’s
responsibility. In some situations we will offer a refund. The final decision is at
the discretion of Carel Woodworks. Also, if a product replacement is agreed,
the client must return to Carel the defective product when the new one is
delivered.

This warranty does not apply to any defects or damages caused during
shipment or due to lack of proper care/maintenance or resulting from assembly
or installation misuses or accident.

Does not include freight costs to and from factory or inspection fees – these
costs are the responsibility of the customer.

Negligence, neglect, incorrect maintenance, abuse, misuse, or accidents by the
customer as well as damage from normal wear and tear such as dents, nicks,

office@carel.ro
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www.carel.ro
Str. Careiului 45
Renovatio Industrial Park
Satu Mare, Romania
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